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03 | Introduction

We’ve been around 
for some time.
We’re a green building pioneer facilitator 
and veteran solar energy contractor serving 
California’s High Desert since 1983. We’ve a 
veteran of the industry but we continue to adapt 
and maintain an upstanding and professional 
brand to our clients.



04 | Logo

Clean and crisp, but 
never too formal.
A logo is the face of any company, that’s a 
given. Through the  professional yet casual 
custom icon design, we want to show 
whoever’s looking at us that we maintain a level 
of quality and professionalism while making 
sure that they always remain out number one 
priority.



04 | Logo Breakdown
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06 | Usage



07 | Colours

CMYK: 67%, 59%, 56%, 38%
RBG: 74, 75, 77

Hex: 4A4B4D

CMYK: 3%, 2%, 2%, 0%
RBG: 244, 244, 245

Hex: F4F4F5

White
The Canvas

CMYK: 0%, 0%, 0%, 0%
RBG: 255, 255, 255

Hex: FFFFFF

Medium Yellow
The Logo

CMYK: 2%, 21%, 94%, 0%
RBG: 249, 200, 0

Hex: F9C828

CMYK: 1%, 14%, 100%, 0%
RBG: 254, 212, 2

Hex: FED402

Dark Grey
The Canvas



08 | Typography

We strive for 
effective and open 
communication.
A typeface that emphasizes sleek yet bold 
and powerful motifs are what define the Jost 
typeface. Its strong strokes and simplististic 
design effectively portrays ACS beleifs and 
methods.



09 | Hierarchy

Jost  Bold | Headlines | 30px

Jost   Medium Italic | Sub-Header | 24px

Jost  Semibold Italic | Prominent Quotation | 24px

Nunito Sans Regular | Headers and Footers | 18px

Nunito Sans Light| Body Quotation | 14px

Sample Header
Sample Sub-Header

“Large Quotation can go here.”

 Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing 
elit. Proin pharetra aliquam dui sit amet vestibulum. 
Aenean tincidunt, lacus fringilla ullamcorper pharetra, 
ligula sapien vehicula orci, vitae porttitor mauris arcu 
ac leo. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci 
luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia curae; Sed in odio id 
orci gravida tempor quis in libero. Mauris diam ipsum, 
posuere non tempor nec, sagittis vel leo. 

“Sample quotation will go here“
 



10 | Iconography

Clean and simplistic, 
but getting the 
message across.
A typeface that emphasizes sleek yet bold 
and powerful motifs are what define the Jost 
typeface. Its strong strokes and simplististic 
design effectively portrays ACS beleifs and 
methods.



11 | Images

Our images 
emphasize what we 
we do and how well 
we do it.
Images are important, and we want to 
incorporate them in a way that doesnt inhibit 
the rest of our brand. Backgrounds images with 
a semi-transparent cover keeps the focus on the 
content.

Opacity: 50%
Cover Colour: #000000




